
electric Bear Brewing Co. was born out of a  love for creating
great tasting, finely crafted artisan beers. Named after the old
Bear Brewery in Bath that was destroyed by German bombing
in 1942, the owners have put together an experienced, multi-
skilled team to make distinctive and delicious beers for beer
lovers of all sorts, from "hop head" craft beer aficionados to
real ale cask beer drinkers. Their approach to brewing is
simple: they want to produce consistently great tasting beers
of all styles from easy-drinking ales to highly-hopped, high
strength beers.

www.craftdrink.co.uk
office@craftdrink.co.uk
01386 701225
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Electric Bear's commitment to experimentation has lead to the creation of this Single
Hop Series. Celebrating the virtues of the hop by only using a single hop in the brew, this series is a great way to find your favourite hop! Below
is just one example, get in touch to find out what's new this month!
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The malt base brings sweet jam and marmalade to this hoppy red. Old
school and new school American hops. Unfined, unfiltered, unpasteurised
natural beer. Suitable for vegans. 
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Using a modest malt bill to underpin all the citrusy American 'C' hops keeps
this beer balanced and drinkable. There's smooth malts, caramelised sugar
and a healthy helping of grapefruit to finish.
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Style ABV Case Individual

Mosaic is a hop that is as diverse as they come. Much like its mother hop,
Simcoe, this hop brings a diverse range of flovours; from mango to
blueberry to lemon. It's dank, juicy and downright beautiful.

Big Up 'Mosaic'
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Every quarter, Electric Bear release an alternating Red or Brown ale. You can find two examples
of these below. These will always vary, and as such stock will vary, so please contact us to find out what's in stock!

Can Towers:
Each branded Can Tower contains 3x 330ml cans

A psychedelic and heady blend of American hops result in aromas of
drippy sweet tangerines and pineapple. A restrained bitterness paired with
a soft-as-a-cloud mouthfeel make this beer drink easier than mango juice! 

Above the Clouds
IPA 6.2%
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This immensely crushable pale is brewed with some of our favourite fruit-
forward hops. Bright aromas of pink grapefruit, mango and orange rind
follow through into the flavour that ends with a piney and zippy bitterness. 

Werrrd

Core range:

American
Pale Ale

4.2%

This flagship IPA has a thick pillowy head with aromas of peach, oranges
and a hint of sappy pine. Simcoe leads in this IPA, and is bolstered with
peachy esters from London ale iii yeast and citrus undertones from the
Cascade and Waimea.
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It's no mystery as to why this beer tasted like liquid choccy digestives. But
we'll give you a clue; this dark brew contains heaps upon heaps of
chocolate and biscuit malt in the lusciously rich mash. On closer inspection
as this fantastically quaffable porter warms up it reveals cold brew coffee,
oaty granola and an abominable amount of chocolate biscuits.

Inspector remorse
Porter 4.7%
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Want that lightbulb moment? Get refreshed with this clean, crisp pilsner.
Steeped in spicy Czech hops - Hallertau, Perle and Saaz - it’s a fresh, dry
lager with a citrus finish.

edison British Pilsner
Pilsner
Lager
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Monthly Single Hop 'Big Up' Series:

Quarterly red, Brown Ales:


